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Practical Ruby GemsApress, 2007
Practical Ruby Gems is a comprehensive guide to utilizing and creating Ruby Gems--ready-made Ruby code modules that can be easily added to Ruby and Rails projects. This book is ideal for Ruby programmers as well as web developers who use Rails and wish to extend the functionality of their projects.

You'll get a prime selection of 34 of...
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Cisco CCNA Exam #640-507 Certification Guide (With CD-ROM)Cisco Press, 2000
The only Cisco-endorsed study guide for the new CCNA #640-507 examCoverage of all CCNA exam topics enables you to discover and fill your knowledge gaps before sitting the exam.  You will learn about:Internetworking functions of each layer of the OSI reference model and how they are performed in network devicesDesign, implementation, configuration,...
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The First 90 Days: Critical Success Strategies for New Leaders at All LevelsHarvard Business School, 2003
Whether challenged with taking on a startup, turning a business around, or inheriting a high-performing unit, a new leader's success or failure is determined within the first 90 days on the job.
 

In this hands-on guide, Michael Watkins, a noted expert on leadership transitions, offers proven strategies for moving successfully into a...
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A+ Complete Study GuideSybex, 2001
Here’s the book you need to prepare for the latest versions of CompTIA’s A+ Exams. This Deluxe Edition of Sybex’s Best Selling A+ Study Guide provides:
	Full coverage of every exam objective    
	Practical information on network hardware    
	Hundreds of...
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H.264 and MPEG-4 Video Compression: Video Coding for Next Generation MultimediaJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Following on from the successful MPEG-2 standard, MPEG-4 Visual is enabling a new wave of multimedia applications from Internet video streaming to mobile video conferencing. The new H.264 ‘Advanced Video Coding’ standard promises impressive compression performance and is gaining support from developers and manufacturers. The first...
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Pro Tools All-in-One Desk Reference For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2008
8 books in 1 — from miking to mixing to mastering    

    Your one-stop guide to the software and hardware that make music magic    

    When you add Pro Tools to your home recording studio, you have the software used to create hit records. When you add this book to your bookshelf, you get...
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Java 2 Micro Edition: Professional Developer's GuideJohn Wiley & Sons, 2000
The ultimate guide to programming handheld and embedded devices      

Can Java be used effectively on small computing devices? Absolutely, says expert Eric Giguère, as he introduces Java™ 2 Micro Edition (J2ME)–the new release from Sun Microsystems designed specifically to run on small computing devices like cellular...
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Wireless SecurityMcGraw-Hill, 2002
Get full details on major mobile/wireless clients and operating systems-including Windows CE, Palm OS, UNIX, and Windows. You'll learn how to design and implement a solid security system to protect your wireless network and keep hackers out. Endorsed by RSA Security - the most trusted name in e-security - this is your one-stop guide to wireless...
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From Patient Data to Medical Knowledge: The Principles and Practice of Health InformaticsBMJ Books, 2006
How can you make the best use of patient data to improve health outcomes? More and more information about patients’ health is stored on increasingly interconnected computer systems. But is it shared in ways that help clinicians care for patients? Could it be better used as a resource for researchers?


This book is aimed at all...
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XML in Action (IT Professional)Microsoft Press, 1999
Currently, XML is a bubbling cauldron of expectations and  implementations. In XML in Action, William J. Pardi gives you a  feel for what Microsoft is throwing into the mix by providing a  general introduction to XML, with a focus on Internet Explorer 5.0's  implementation in particular.
 Not surprisingly, the book opens up  with a...
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Fiber Optic Cabling, Second EditionNewnes, 2001
Essential reading for anyone involved in fiber optic cable applications, from installation engineers to IT professionals.

Fiber Optic Cabling is a practical guide to all aspects of designing, specifying and installing systems for LANs and other data communications applications.  The second edition has been completely revised and updated...
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Investing in an Uncertain Economy For Dummies (Business & Personal Finance)For Dummies, 2008
The only certainty in investing — and probably in life — is uncertainty. That can make investing seem like an adventure; however, it’s more like a transcontinental expedition than a day trip to an amusement park. You can’t anticipate the turbulent waters or the snowstorms you may encounter along the way, but you’ll...
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